Hideaway Pool Cover System

EASY ON THE EYE, EASY TO USE...
THAT’S ELITE HIDEAWAY POOL COVERS
Out of sight and out of mind, that’s the Elite Hideaway
difference. When not in use your Elite Hideaway pool cover is
stored away. It’s easy to operate, simply lift the lid and pull out
the solar blanket when needed. When storing simply put the
handle onto the special 90˚ gear box and turn. It’s that easy!
The other unique benef it is this range can be installed to new
and most existing pools of almost any shape and size.
The Elite Hideaway Pool Cover not only is aesthetically pleasing
but it saves time, money and our most precious resource, water.
ALUMINIUM HIDEAWAY POOL COVER:
Anodized aluminium lid.
All anodized aluminium box underground.
Blanket is stored away, out of sight when not in use (this
extends the pool blanket life).
Save time, money and add value to your home.
Manual (handle) or automatic remote control option.
To open - lift the lid and simply pull out the pool cover
when required (one person operation).
To close - wind blanket back into the box placing long
handle onto 90˚ gear box and turning, when complete place
handle inside the box.
DIY installation or we can
install for you.

SEMI-AUTOMATIC LID MOUNTED POOL COVER & ROLLER:
Lid mounted cover and roller with a choice of lid materials.
Anodized aluminium encased underground box.
Automatic lift and wind options are available.
To open- lift the lid and pull out the blanket using the pull cord.
To close- wind blanket back using steering wheel,
when complete close lid.
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ALUMINIUM HIDEAWAY™ POOL COVER

ELITE

SOLAR BLANKETS
THE RANGE
ELITE STANDARD ROLLER
The Elite Standard Roller is a great
economical all aluminium roller that will
give many years of effortless and
trouble-free operation.
ELITE MOBILE DELUXE ROLLER
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The Elite Deluxe range of rollers are available
either mobile or stationary. Featuring powder
coated frames, a cool touch powder coated
handle, over-cover retainers (that stops the
over-cover from being blown off). Plus Elite’s
exclusive drop pin brakes on both mobile and stationary units.
(Preventing the roller from tipping or sliding).
ELITE PLATINUM RANGE
The New Elite Platinum range of rollers
are available either mobile or stationary.
Featuring anodized frames, a large easy
wind wheel/handle combo, over-cover
retainers (that stops the over-cover from
being blown off). Plus Elite’s exclusive drop pin brakes on both mobile
and stationary units. (Preventing the roller from tipping or sliding).
ELITE PLATINUM PLUS RANGE
The exclusive top-of-the-range Platinum
Plus Roller is the Rolls Royce of rollers.
Featuring an extra strong design, fully
corrosive resistant anodised finish, mobile
or stationary operation, tall frames,
large easy wind wheel/handle combo and twist drop in brakes.
(Preventing the roller from tipping or sliding).

AUTOMATIC ROLLER OPTIONS AVAILABLE
6-12 YEAR PRO-RATA WARRANTY

Disclaimer: Children should not be left unattended around swimming pools without adult
supervision. Solar Blankets do not offer any safety for children or pets around swimming pools.
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Solar Blankets

The most cost effective method of increasing your summer
pool fun by up to 4 months is with free heat from the sun.
With the Elite Solar Blanket - the blanket becomes
a giant solar energy collector.
The sun’s energy absorbs easily through the blanket,
heating the water underneath and the trapped heat
remains in the pool - where you want it.

ELITE
SOLAR
BLANKETS
&
ROLLERS
Test results prove they heat better, insulate better and last longer*
To extend your summer and enjoy your pool longer it’s the
Elite Solar Blanket - A range to fit all pools and budgets

Not only does it heat the pool for free, but the Elite Solar
Blanket keeps the pool cleaner and saves precious water
by stopping evaporation.

Elite Solar Blankets
are proven to heat
and insulate better
than other pool
blankets*
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WHAT MAKES ELITE POOL BLANKETS BETTER!
Deep Blue Ultra Absorbent

Poolview

Ultra-Heat®, deep colours. Warms
your pool better than pale blue
blankets*, so you will swim sooner
and longer

Large Bubbles = better
insulation than other small
bubble blankets*, so your
pool stays warmer overnight

Broad base, for better wind
resistance and automatic
cleaner operation plus the
best solar absorbency

Formed round
base for a
stronger and
lasting blanket 50% Thicker than standard
NO WEAK
blankets. A Chlorsafe® base
POINTS
= longer life, better
investment

ELITE SUPER BUBBLE ® POOL BLANKETS
Elite Super Bubble® pool blankets are formulated to last in
Australia’s harsh environment.
Over the past 22 years Elite has developed the best plastic
formulas and colours that will give you the longest lasting,
best performing pool blankets available on the market.

WHY ELITE SALTSAFE® POOL BLANKETS?
When you cover a saltwater pool, the chlorine levels can rise
to an unsafe level for blankets - causing premature failure.
Standard blankets have the same thickness top and
bottom and the chlorine can eat the bottom away very
quickly.
Elite SaltSafe® blankets have a thicker base which gives a
longer blanket life, offering you better value for money.
It is important to always test your chlorine levels regularly.
*Independent scale tank tests and comparative guarded hot plate tests to Australian
Standard AS4859-1

PRO-RATA WARRANTY FROM 4-10 YEARS.

This table is reproduced from the report Swimming Pool Heating by J.T. Czameeki
of Solar Energy - CSIRO Division of Mechanical Engineering Report TR19.

KEEPS POOL CLEANER

SOLAR HEATING FOR FREE
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HOW A POOL LOSES HEAT

SAVES PRECIOUS WATER
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